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Relationship between vesicle size and steric
hindrance influences vesicle rupture on solid
supports†

Joshua A. Jackman,ab Min Chul Kim,ab Vladimir P. Zhdanovabc and
Nam-Joon Cho*abd

Phospholipid assemblies on solid supports mimic the cell membrane, and provide a platform to study

membrane biology. Among the different types of model membranes, the planar bilayer is a two-

dimensional lipid bilayer sheet that can be formed by the adsorption and spontaneous rupture of

vesicles. The formation process is influenced by the interactions between vesicles and the solid support

as well as between vesicles. On silicon oxide, which is a commonly used solid support, vesicles typically

adsorb until reaching a critical coverage and then spontaneous rupture begins. Although it is generally

understood that spontaneous rupture leads to planar bilayer formation, oversaturation of vesicles at the

critical coverage can hinder the whole process due to a steric factor. To date, the role of this factor has

been scrutinized only in relation to temperature, and the influence of additional parameters remains to

be elucidated. In this work, we have investigated how vesicle size and corresponding steric constraints

influence the kinetics of vesicle adsorption and rupture and, more specifically, how the state of

adsorbed vesicles after fusion depends on the vesicle size. Using quartz crystal microbalance-dissipation

(QCM-D) and fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP), we characterized the adsorption

kinetics of vesicles onto silicon oxide and the lateral mobility of solid-supported lipid assemblies. While

the vesicle adsorption kinetics were diffusion-limited up to the onset of vesicle rupture, the extent of

rupture depended on vesicle size and it was observed that larger vesicles are more prone to steric

effects than smaller vesicles. We discuss this finding in terms of the structural transformation from

adsorbed vesicles to a planar bilayer, including how the interplay of thermodynamic, kinetic and steric

factors can affect vesicle rupture on solid supports.

Introduction

Phospholipid assemblies on solid supports represent an important
model system to mimic cell membranes, and are widely used in
scientific research ranging from fundamental studies on membrane
biology to applications such as biosensors and drug development.1–6

One of the most popular types of model membranes is the planar

bilayer, which is a two-dimensional lipid bilayer sheet on a
solid support.1–3,6 The adsorption of lipid vesicles onto a surface
followed by rupture is a conventional method to form solid-
supported planar bilayers1,7–9 (for other methods, see, e.g.,
ref. 10 and references therein). There are several pathways by
which vesicle rupture after adsorption may occur, and the
relative role of these pathways depends on a multitude of factors
including surface composition and topology, vesicle size, lipid
composition, solution pH, ionic strength, osmotic pressure, and
divalent cations (see ref. 9 and references therein).

Concerning vesicle size, it is thermodynamically favorable
for individual vesicles above a certain size to rupture upon
adsorption.11–13 Kinetically, however, the process is subtle. The
rate of rupture of vesicles depends on the deformation of their
shape during adsorption. In particular, the rupture process is
expected to start near the edge of the vesicle–substrate contact
area because deformation is at the maximum there14,15 (for
recent complementary and/or alternative viewpoints, see ref. 16
and 17). In general, larger vesicles are expected to be deformed
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to a greater extent.18–20 The vesicle shape near the edge can be
characterized by the contact angle which, however, is nearly
independent of vesicle size.13 This means that in this region the
substrate-induced vesicle deformation is independent of vesicle
size as well. In turn, the latter indicates that the substrate-
induced contribution to the activation barrier for rupture is
expected to be nearly independent of vesicle size (this is
confirmed by 2D Monte Carlo simulations14). The membrane
curvature of small vesicles is, however, larger, and this may
facilitate rupture (the effect of membrane curvature was
recently identified in various membrane processes21–23). In
the case of large vesicles, on the other hand, the length of the
edge is longer, and due to this factor the rate of rupture may be
higher. Recent simulations by dissipative particle dynamics
suggest that small vesicles are in fact more inclined to rupture
than larger vesicles.24 Adding to the complexity of the situation,
experimental findings have shown that the interaction of
vesicles with a solid support is surface-specific and that vesicle
rupture can only occur on a subset of materials, including
mica25,26 and silicon oxide,7,27 independent of vesicle size.

During adsorption on silicon oxide, zwitterionic lipid vesicles
have long been observed by quartz crystal microbalance-dissipation
(QCM-D) and related surface-sensitive measurement techniques
to remain intact until reaching a critical coverage and then
rupture to form a bilayer.7,28–31 The degree of critical coverage
required to commence vesicle rupture is independent of the
adsorption rate, suggesting that the interaction between vesicles
is necessary to promote rupture on this pathway.32 In part, this
observation can be understood by the fusion of smaller vesicles
to form larger vesicles that are more likely to rupture based
on thermodynamic arguments presented by Seifert and
Lipowsky.13,33,34 An atomic force microscopy (AFM) study by
Reviakine and Brisson supports the mechanism of vesicle fusion
prior to rupture by demonstrating that small vesicles fuse to
form larger vesicles which can then rupture on mica.25 The same
study also identified the spontaneous rupture of sufficiently
large vesicles to form bilayer disks.25 On mica, the critical radius
at which vesicles begin to rupture spontaneously was estimated
to be ca. 75 nm.25 By contrast, on glass, small vesicles extruded
through 100 nm pores remain intact at low lipid concentration
but begin to rupture as the concentration increases.35 Compared
to mica, the critical radius on glass is larger and has been
approximated to be greater than 250 nm (up to 2 mm based on
calculations).35 Hence, on multiple silica-based substrates, it has
been shown that the interactions between vesicles may promote
vesicle fusion events which can form larger vesicles that are
more likely to rupture.

Despite these findings, it is still not well understood how
vesicle size affects vesicle fusion and rupture, especially when
comparing theory and experiment. Reimhult et al. have shown
that the adsorption kinetics of zwitterionic lipid vesicles onto
silicon oxide is qualitatively similar for vesicles with average
sizes between 25 and 200 nm in diameter.36 Specifically, the
adsorption of vesicles must reach a critical coverage before
rupture can begin. A fluorescence assay that monitored the
adsorption of single vesicles onto a quartz substrate also

showed a weak dependence of vesicle fusion and rupture
on vesicle size.37 Collectively, these findings underscore the
importance of interactions between vesicles because it would
be expected that individual, large vesicles rupture immediately
upon adsorption if only considering the theory behind the
adsorption of single vesicles.13,33,34 Indeed, based on theory,
it would be predicted that vesicles of ca. 250 nm radius or
greater would rupture immediately upon adsorption onto silicon
oxide.35 However, this has not been observed experimentally.
Recently, we also demonstrated that vesicle lamellarity is
another important related parameter to control in order to
optimize planar lipid bilayer formation.38 Taken together, these
results suggest that other factors are important to explain the
behavior of adsorbed vesicles on solid supports.

Additionally, there are other consequences of the interaction
between vesicles that need to be considered. By monitoring the
formation of a planar bilayer on silicon oxide across the
temperature range of 273 K to 303 K, Reimhult et al. observed
that vesicle rupture is thermally activated.39,40 In general, the
amount of adsorbed vesicles corresponding to the critical
coverage at which rupture begins increases at lower tempera-
tures. Based on the surface pinning of adsorbed vesicles,41 the
most likely model to explain spontaneous vesicle rupture after
reaching a critical coverage is related to vesicle clustering which
arises from the random adsorption of vesicles onto silicon
oxide.42 At low coverage, the adsorption of an additional vesicle
does not affect the stress distribution of the already adsorbed
vesicles.14 However, as the coverage of vesicles becomes appreciable,
the adsorption of an additional vesicle will generate more stress,
thereby lowering the activation barrier. Monte Carlo simulations
reported by Dimitrievski et al. have been able to reproduce these
experimental findings based on the adsorption and surface packing
of vesicles.43

At the same time, this simple model is not able to describe
all cases of spontaneous vesicle rupture after reaching a critical
coverage. At sufficiently low temperature, the activation energy
is too high for vesicle rupture to occur on silicon oxide, and
vesicles adsorb monotonically until forming a close-packed
layer.40 If the temperature is increased during the experiment,
then the activation energy may be overcome but vesicle rupture
is incomplete.40 This situation has been attributed to over-
saturation of vesicles on the substrate whereby vesicles may
actually be sterically stabilized by neighboring vesicles.40 While
steric stabilization has been observed in relation to tempera-
ture, it is not well understood if additional experimental para-
meters may contribute to a steric factor that influences vesicle
rupture. Since steric stabilization is related to the surface cover-
age of vesicles, we surmised that vesicle size may promote steric
hindrance. To test this hypothesis, we investigated the effects of
vesicle size on the vesicle rupture process on silicon oxide.

Compared to previous works related to the subject,36,40 we
have used a wider size range of vesicles, and characterized both
the adsorption kinetics of vesicles onto silicon oxide and the
lateral mobility of solid-supported lipid assemblies by employing
quartz crystal microbalance-dissipation (QCM-D) and fluores-
cence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP), respectively. Based
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on this combination of measurement techniques, we have
scrutinized how the state of zwitterionic lipid vesicles after
fusion depends on vesicle size. Using a kinetic model that
accounts for the diffusion of vesicles in solution and the critical
coverage of vesicles on the solid support, the onset of vesicle
rupture is shown to depend linearly on vesicle size in accordance
with diffusion-limited kinetics.32 However, we also identify that
larger vesicles are more prone to steric effects that stabilize adsorbed
vesicles, thereby hindering the rupture process. Collectively, these
findings provide insight into how thermodynamic, kinetic and steric
factors affect vesicle rupture on solid supports, particularly in the
context of vesicle rupture after reaching a critical coverage.

Materials and methods
Vesicle preparation

Small unilamellar vesicles composed of 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-
glycero-3-phosphocholine (POPC) (Avanti Polar Lipids, Alaba-
ster, AL) were prepared by the extrusion method, as previously
described.44 The fluorescently labeled lipid, N-(7-nitrobenz-2-
oxa-1,3-diazol-4-yl)-1,2-dihexadecanoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanol-
amine (Texas Red-DHPE) (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) was
added at a molar percentage of 99.5% POPC to 0.5% Texas Red-
DHPE for FRAP measurements. After mixing the lipids in chloro-
form, the solvent was evaporated under nitrogen gas, forming a
dried lipid film. After being stored overnight in a vacuum desiccator
to remove chloroform, the lipid film was hydrated in water at a
nominal lipid concentration of 5 mg mL�1. The suspension was
then vortexed for 5 min to form large multilamellar vesicles.
Afterwards, the vesicles were passed through track-etched poly-
carbonate membranes of either 1000, 400, 200, 100, 50 or 30 nm
pore sizes a minimum of 19 times by using a miniextruder
(Avanti Polar Lipids). The resulting vesicles were diluted to
0.1 mg mL�1 before experiment. A Tris buffer (10 mM Tris and
100 mM NaCl, pH 8.0) was used to dilute the vesicle solutions.
All buffer solutions were prepared in 18.2 MO cm MilliQ-treated
water (Millipore, Billerica, MA).

Dynamic light scattering

A 90Plus particle size analyzer (Brookhaven Instruments) with a
658.0 nm monochromatic laser was used to measure the size
distribution of vesicle populations after extrusion. In order to
minimize the reflection effect, the scattering angle was set at
901, and the results were collected by digital autocorrelator
software. In this work, the intensity-weighted average diameter
and fitted lognormal size distribution is reported for the
different vesicle samples.

Quartz crystal microbalance-dissipation

A Q-Sense D300 instrument (Q-Sense AB, Gothenburg, Sweden)
was used to monitor in situ adsorption of vesicles onto silicon
oxide, as described elsewhere.45,46 Briefly, the crystal was
initially driven at its resonance frequency, and then the drive
circuit was short-circuited. The exponential decay of the crystal
oscillation was recorded and analyzed, yielding the changes in

frequency and dissipation at 5, 15, 25 and 35 MHz. The
measurement data presented herein were recorded at the third
overtone (15 MHz) and normalized. The temperature of the
measurement cell was 25.0 1C with an in-cell Peltier element to
control thermal fluctuations to within 0.5 1C. Measurements
were repeated with a deviation of less than 10% in the
frequency and energy dissipation shifts.

Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching

Phospholipid assemblies on silicon oxide-coated quartz crystals
(Q-Sense) were imaged using an inverted epifluorescence
Eclipse TE 2000 microscope (Nikon, Tokyo, Japan) equipped
with a 60� oil immersion objective (NA 1.49), and an Andor
iXon+ EMCCD camera (Andor Technology, Belfast, Northern
Ireland) camera. The samples were illuminated by a TRITC
(rhodamine-DHPE) filter set with a mercury lamp (Intensilight
C-HGFIE; Nikon Corporation). Bleaching was performed with a
532 nm, 100 mW laser beam (d E 30 mm). Corresponding
image traces of normalized fluorescence intensity were collected
across the bleached spots from minus 1 to 60 s in order to
monitor the recovery of the fluorescence signal. FRAP analysis
was performed to calculate the coefficients of lipid diffusion in
lipid assemblies from the temporal fluorescence intensity pro-
files of selected regions during the measured recovery period.
The Hankel method was employed to obtain the diffusion
coefficients, as previously described.47

Results and discussion

We first monitored the adsorption kinetics of vesicles onto
silicon oxide as a function of their size. The frequency and
energy dissipation shifts were monitored as functions of time,
and reflect changes in the mass and viscoelastic properties
of the adlayer, respectively. The average, intensity-weighted
effective diameter of the different vesicle populations was 63,
97, 126, 198 or 529 nm, respectively, as measured by dynamic
light scattering. The vesicle polydispersity increased as the
average vesicle size became larger (Fig. S1, ESI†). QCM-D
measurements were performed to monitor the interaction
between extruded vesicles and a silicon oxide substrate, as
shown in Fig. 1. A baseline signal in buffer solution was first
established for ten minutes before adding a solution of lipid
vesicles under batch flow conditions.46 In all cases, a decrease
in the frequency signal occurred initially, indicating that vesicles
adsorbed onto the substrate. Depending on the vesicle size, there
were differences in the adsorption kinetics that are described below.

For vesicles below 130 nm diameter, a critical coverage of
adsorbed vesicles was reached within a few minutes and
corresponded to frequency shifts of ca. �50 Hz. In this size
regime, the mass load corresponding to critical coverage
increased as a function of vesicle size. After reaching critical
coverage, vesicles ruptured quickly and the QCM-D measure-
ment signals stabilized in less than six minutes. The rupture of
small vesicles of ca. 100 nm diameter or below led to final
changes in frequency and energy dissipation of ca. �28 Hz and
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1 � 10�6, respectively. These values indicate the formation of a
planar bilayer with possibly a small fraction of unruptured
vesicles based on the typical frequency and energy dissipation
shift values of approximately �26 � 3 Hz and 1 � 10�6 or less,
respectively, for a supported lipid bilayer.46 The onset of
rupture for larger vesicles with 127 nm diameter was kinetically
similar, but the rupture process led to final changes in frequency
and energy dissipation of ca. �35 Hz and 5 � 10�6, respectively.
These values are greater than those corresponding to a planar
bilayer, and indicate that rupture is either incomplete or that the
lipids form complex aggregates after rupture.

The adsorption of larger vesicles showed kinetic profiles that
were similar to the 127 nm diameter case. However, there were
also important differences. A critical coverage of adsorbed
vesicles was reached more slowly for larger vesicles, taking up
to 8 and 20 minutes for vesicles of 198 and 529 nm diameter,
respectively. The change in frequency corresponding to the
critical coverage was ca. �70 Hz in each case with energy
dissipation values in the range of 10–12 � 10�6. Hence, in
the large vesicle regime, the correlation between the mass load
at the critical coverage and vesicle size was no longer valid.
After rupturing of vesicles with 198 nm diameter, the final
changes in frequency and energy dissipation were �40 Hz and
4 � 10�6, respectively. The rupture of vesicles with 529 nm

diameter led to final changes in frequency and energy dissipa-
tion of �50 Hz and 9 � 10�6, respectively, values which are
greater than those of a planar lipid bilayer.

Interestingly, previous findings by Reimhult et al. support
that vesicles rupture to form a planar bilayer independent of
vesicle size (up to 200 nm average diameter), albeit the kinetics
of the process depend on vesicle size.36,40 To reconcile this
difference between the two studies, it is noteworthy that a
different extrusion filter was used in the present study, as
compared to the former.48 Using our extrusion apparatus, we
have previously reported that large extruded vesicles typically
exhibit a polydisperse size distribution.22,49 The fraction of
large-size vesicles can impair bilayer formation, even after
extensive freeze–thaw pretreatment.49 Furthermore, in the former
studies,36,40 the external ionic strength was 150 mM NaCl
whereas it was 100 mM NaCl in the present study. Based on
extended-DLVO model calculations,9 it has been recently shown
that, near the substrate, the vesicle–silicon oxide interaction
energy can be significantly affected by subtle differences in the
ionic strength within this range. Hence, the rupture process may
be mediated in part by the strength of the vesicle–substrate
interaction with the relative contribution of steric hindrance
depending on vesicle size.

Based on these observations, we draw attention to particular
aspects of the adsorption and rupture of vesicles on silicon
oxide for further scrutiny. Upon reaching the critical coverage,
small vesicles rupture to form a nearly complete planar bilayer.
Large vesicles also rupture at this point, but do not form a
complete planar bilayer. It is unknown whether the rupture of
larger vesicles is incomplete or the lipids form complex aggre-
gates after rupture. We address this question by analyzing the
changes in structural properties of the lipid assembly during
the adsorption and rupture process, as monitored in the QCM-
D experiments. To remove the dependence on time, we plotted
time-independent curves that describe the relationship
between changes in frequency and energy dissipation during
the adsorption and rupture process (Fig. 2).

For vesicles populations with diameters smaller than
200 nm, the curves show two stages corresponding to before
and after vesicle rupture, respectively. The differences between
these two stages indicate that the rupture process causes the
release of energy-dissipating materials. For a given value of the
change in frequency, the related change in energy dissipation
signal has a greater value in the stage before rupture versus the
stage after rupture. The slopes increase as a function of vesicle
size, which is reasonable because larger vesicles have a greater
mass fraction from hydrodynamically-coupled solvent. As a
result, the adsorption of larger vesicles causes a greater change
in energy dissipation per change in frequency due to
the increased solvent-to-lipid ratio. Based on these plots, the
properties of the resulting lipid assemblies can be interpreted.
For vesicles between 120 and 200 nm diameter, the lipid
assemblies have viscoelastic properties that do not reflect the
properties of a planar bilayer. By contrast, for vesicles below
100 nm diameter, the plots converge, indicating the formation
of a nearly complete bilayer.

Fig. 1 Influence of vesicle size on vesicle adsorption kinetics. QCM-D
monitoring captured the interaction kinetics between lipid vesicles and a
silicon oxide support as a function of vesicle size (reported as average
diameter). Changes in (A) resonance frequency and (B) energy dissipation,
both as functions of time, indicate corresponding changes in mass and
viscoelastic properties of the adlayer, respectively.
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A considerably different adsorption profile was also observed for
vesicles with 529 nm diameter. In this case, there was a linear
correspondence between changes in frequency and energy
dissipation. This feature is surprising because the QCM-D
adsorption kinetics indicate that there is mass loss after the
critical coverage was reached. That is, a critical coverage
corresponding to the onset of spontaneous vesicle rupture
was observed but it is unlikely the physical properties of the
adsorbate—that is, the adsorbed vesicles—change during the
adsorption process. This case is possible in the event that only a
few vesicles ruptured while the overall physical properties of
the adlayer did not change—i.e., most adsorbed vesicles
remained intact with encapsulated, hydrodynamically-coupled
solvent. Several lines of evidence support this statement. First,
there is no cusp in the curve that would indicate the rupture of
vesicles globally across the entire surface. If all or a majority of
the vesicles actually did rupture and the lipids formed complex
aggregates thereafter, a change in the physical properties of the
film would be expected but this did not occur. In addition, the
curve for the adsorption profile in this case shows the same
behavior as that observed for a layer of adsorbed, intact
vesicles.40 The similarity between the two cases further sup-
ports that a structural transformation does not occur within the
adsorbed film, and that the adlayer retains the bulk properties
of a layer of intact vesicles.

To summarize, three types of adsorption profiles are
observed for the vesicle-to-bilayer structural transformation
based on time-independent plot analysis. For small vesicles,
the profile indicates the process of vesicle rupture leading to
the formation of a nearly complete bilayer. For vesicles of
intermediate size, the profile also indicates the same process
of vesicle rupture but the resulting changes in resonance
frequency and energy dissipation do not compare well with
that of a complete bilayer. For the largest size vesicles in this
study, the profile indicates there is no change in the physical

properties of the adsorbate. More comprehensively, these findings
suggest that deviations in the mass and viscoelastic properties of a
lipid assembly, as compared to the properties of a complete bilayer,
are due to unruptured vesicles rather than lipids forming complex
aggregates. Based on the observed effects of vesicle size on bilayer
formation, the adsorption profiles also do not agree with thermo-
dynamic arguments supporting the preferred rupture of individual
vesicles with sizes larger than the critical one. Hence, other factors
are likely important to explain the dependence of the vesicle
adsorption kinetics on vesicle size.

Kinetic aspects

To understand the effects of vesicle size on the vesicle adsorption
profile, we constructed a kinetic model that accounts for the
diffusion of lipid vesicles in solution and the critical coverage of
vesicles on the solid support (Fig. 3). In this model, until reaching
the critical coverage, the rupture of adsorbed vesicles is assumed to
be negligible. This assumption is supported by control experiments
that show interruption of vesicle adsorption at or before the critical
coverage abrogates vesicle rupturing.32,36 For this reason, the stage
can be described in the model by taking only vesicle adsorption
into account. Vesicles are relatively large, and their adsorption is
controlled by diffusion almost up to saturation.50 Under the batch
flow conditions of the experiment, the diffusion flux per unit
support area is defined as51

J ¼ D

pt

� �1=2

c (1)

where D is the diffusion coefficient (cm2 s�1), and c is the
vesicle concentration (cm�3) in solution. This expression can
also be represented as

J = Dc/d (2)

where d = (pDt)1/2 is the corresponding diffusion length. The
surface concentration (cm�2) of vesicles is accordingly given by

C = 2p�1/2(Dt)1/2c (3)

Fig. 2 Structural transformation of adsorbed vesicles on silicon oxide.
Based on the QCM-D plots in Fig. 1, time-independent curves describe the
relationship between changes in resonance frequency and energy dis-
sipation as a function of vesicle size (reported as average diameter). For
smaller vesicles, a structural transformation from intact vesicles to planar
lipid bilayer is observed. For larger vesicles, no such transformation is
observed despite evidence of vesicle rupturing.

Fig. 3 Relationship between vesicle size and rupturing kinetics. Based on
the QCM-D resonance frequency data (Fig. 1A), the time at which vesicle
rupturing commences is plotted as a function of vesicle size. A linear
dependence is observed, demonstrating that vesicle rupture follows
diffusion-limited kinetics with the critical coverage nearly independent
of vesicle size.
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while the surface coverage is

y � pRa
2C = 2p1/2Ra

2(Dt)1/2c (4)

where Ra is the radius of the area occupied by an adsorbed
vesicle. According to hydrodynamics, the vesicle diffusion
coefficient figuring in these equations is represented as

D ¼ kBT

6pZRs
(5)

where Rs is the average vesicle radius in solution, and Z is the
viscosity. If y* is the critical coverage, then the corresponding
time t* can be estimated by using eqn (4). Under the experi-
mental conditions, the mass concentration of lipid in solution
is constant. This means that c p 1/Rs

2. With this relation and
eqn (5), eqn (4) yields

t* p y*
2Rs

5/Ra
4 (6)

The simplest scenario might be that Ra D Rs, or that the shape
of vesicles of different size is self-similar, i.e., Ra p Rs, and the
critical coverage is independent of vesicle size. In this case,
eqn (6) yields

t* p Rs (7)

Overall, the experimental results agree well with the model and
reflect the dependence of t* on Rs (see Fig. 3). We also replotted
past experimental results from Reimhult et al.36 and confirmed
this relationship (data not shown).

As already noted, the experiments indicate that vesicle
rupture occurs after reaching a critical coverage of adsorbed
vesicles on silicon oxide. Mechanistically, this means that the
rupture process is related to the interactions between vesicles.
From this perspective, the approximately linear dependence of
t* on Rs indicates that interactions between vesicles are equally
favorable nearly independent of vesicle size.

Although the deviation is minor, it is also noteworthy that,
in the small vesicle regime (diameter below 130 nm), the
rupture behavior therein can be described more accurately by
t* p Rs

1/2 (Fig. S2, ESI†). A weaker dependence of t* on Rs can be
explained by the shape of vesicles not being self-similar in this
regime (see, e.g., Monte Carlo simulations19). Concomitantly,
the ratio Ra/Rs can increase rather significantly with increasing
Rs in this regime. According to eqn (6), this will result in a
weaker dependence of t* on Rs compared to (7). Alternatively,
the contrast ratio remains fairly uniform for larger vesicles,
which does not allow us to scrutinize the situation in more
detail by using eqn (6). Nevertheless, the rupture kinetics of
larger vesicles must be considered alongside steric effects that
may affect the outcome of the vesicle-to-bilayer structural
transformation.

Based on the proposed model that larger, adsorbed vesicles
are less likely to rupture due to steric effects, we also performed
FRAP measurements on lipid assemblies (complete or incomplete
supported lipid bilayers) in order determine how unruptured vesicles
would affect the fluidic properties of supported membranes
(Table 1 and Fig. 4; see also Fig. S3, ESI†). After the rupture of
small vesicles (50–75 nm diameter), the diffusion coefficient of a

fluorescently labeled lipid within the resulting lipid layer was
approximately 2 mm2 s�1. This value matches reported values of a
planar bilayer on silicon oxide.52 The rupture of intermediate-
size vesicles (between 100–170 nm diameter) formed lipid layers
with a diffusion coefficient of 1.5 mm2 s�1, which is also within
the range for a relatively complete planar bilayer. By contrast, the
rupture of larger vesicles (190 nm or greater diameter) resulted
in lipid layers with diffusion coefficients of 0.9 mm2 s�1, respec-
tively. Moreover, there was a decrease in the mobile fraction of
lipids in the fabricated supported lipid bilayers from 96.8 �
2.7% (smallest vesicle case) to 54.8 � 1.3% (largest vesicle case).
Taken together, the trends in diffusion coefficient and mobile
fraction are consistent with larger vesicles being less prone to
rupture.

Fluorescence microscopy experiments further support this
proposed model by offering direct experimental evidence that
the number density of unruptured vesicles in a supported lipid
bilayer increases with larger average vesicle sizes.53 In terms of
the effects on membrane fluidity, the unruptured vesicles have
significant detrimental effects by acting as obstacles that
impede the diffusion path of lipids in the contiguous planar
lipid bilayer.54 Indeed, Jung et al. reported similar effects of
nm-scale, polymerized bilayer pattern fragments on the diffu-
sion properties of otherwise fluidic planar bilayers.55 The steric

Table 1 Lateral diffusion of phospholipid assemblies on silicon oxide.
FRAP experiments were performed on phospholipid assemblies after the
rupture of vesicles on silicon oxide. The mobility of phospholipids was
determined by calculating the diffusion coefficient, and the percent
recovery of fluorescence in the bleached spot was also estimated

Vesicle diameter (nm) Mobility (mm2 s�1) Recovery (%)

57 2.11 � 0.10 96.8 � 2.7
75 1.92 � 0.11 87.2 � 0.5
97 1.56 � 0.01 81.2 � 1.6
174 1.54 � 0.03 80.0 � 0.9
192 0.90 � 0.13 71.7 � 3.4
339 0.86 � 0.03 54.8 � 1.3

Fig. 4 Trends in lipid mobility as a function of vesicle size. The diffusion
coefficient and mobile fraction are presented as a function of vesicle size
corresponding to average vesicle diameter.
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effects contributing to inefficient bilayer formation from large
vesicles also translate into mobility drawbacks which relate to
the presence of unruptured vesicles as diffusion barriers.
Hence, there is a correlation between the adsorption kinetics
of vesicles onto silicon oxide and the resulting physical properties of
the lipid assemblies, with the common parameter being vesicle
size. Collectively, the experimental findings support that large
vesicles do not rupture due to steric hindrance and, consequently,
the unruptured vesicles act as diffusion barriers that hinder lateral
diffusion.

As discussed above, our experiments indicate that vesicles
adsorb onto silicon oxide until reaching a critical coverage and then
rupture. In this pathway, the rate-limiting step is understood to be
vesicle rupture. Therefore, it is seemingly counterintuitive that the
kinetics of vesicle adsorption are approximately diffusion-limited
up to the onset of rupture irrespective of vesicle size, yet the
outcome of the rupture process varies depending on the vesicle
size. In particular, after the critical coverage is reached and rupture
begins, the physical properties of the adlayer of large vesicles
remain similar to those of intact vesicles, while the properties of
the adlayer of small vesicles change appreciably. One possible
explanation is related to the mass load corresponding to the critical
coverage at which rupture begins, namely that a greater mass load
promotes steric hindrance.

As already noticed in the Introduction, past studies on the
temperature-dependence of vesicle rupture on silicon oxide
provide a model to understand steric effect.39,40 Since the
rupture of vesicles on silicon oxide is thermally activated, more
interactions between vesicles are needed to initiate rupture at
lower temperature.39,40 As a result, a higher mass load is
required at lower temperature in order to initiate vesicle
rupture at the critical coverage. However, there is also another
effect. The higher mass load of adsorbed vesicles can promote
steric effects between adsorbed vesicles. When vesicles begin to
rupture at lower temperature, a complete bilayer does not form.
Rather, the formation of ‘‘patchy’’ bilayers consisting of both
bilayer fragments and unruptured vesicles has been observed.43

To explain this behavior, Reimhult, Höök and Kasemo have
argued that steric hindrance may be caused by oversaturation
of vesicles on the surface and can actually stabilize adsorbed
vesicles rather than promote rupture.40

In relation to steric stabilization, another potential factor to
consider is vesicle lamellarity. The extrusion process typically
reduces lamellarity to form unilamellar vesicles, and this effect
is most pronounced when vesicles are extruded through small
pores56 (especially 100 nm diameter or smaller pores57). Hence,
it is possible that the observed adsorption kinetics of larger
vesicles are due in part to the presence of some multilamellar
vesicles remaining. However, lamellarity alone cannot explain
our findings as evidenced by our recent observations that the
quality of planar bilayers formed from freeze–thaw pretreated
vesicles is still significantly affected by vesicle size.49 Taken
together, the findings demonstrate there is a relationship
between vesicle size and steric hindrance that can influence
vesicle rupture on solid supports depending on the system
specifics (e.g., vesicle–substrate interaction). In terms of practical

application, this means that for the pathway whereby vesicles
adsorb until reaching a critical coverage, smaller vesicles pro-
mote more complete rupture presumably due to the absence of
steric constraints and hence are more useful for formation of
planar bilayers on solid supports.

Conclusion

In this work, we have investigated the effect of vesicle size on
the interaction between vesicles and silicon oxide. Across a
wide range of vesicle sizes, the adsorption of intact vesicles
onto silicon oxide was observed until reaching a critical cover-
age and then rupture of vesicles began. QCM-D monitoring
indicated that the rupture of small vesicles formed relatively
complete bilayers, and the rupture of large vesicles was incom-
plete and resulted in a mixed layer of bilayer and intact vesicles.
The corresponding kinetics were described by using a model
which implies that vesicle adsorption is limited by diffusion in
solution and the rupture begins at a time that is approximately
proportional to vesicle size. One of the interpretations of these
findings is that the critical coverage at which rupture com-
mences is nearly independent of vesicle size. However, larger
vesicles are also subject to steric effects that prevent rupture of
at least some of them. FRAP experiments indicate that intact
vesicles act as diffusion barriers that hinder the lateral lipid
diffusion of lipid assemblies adsorbed on the substrate after
vesicle rupture. Taken together, these findings confirm that the
rupture of smaller vesicles is preferred to form complete
bilayers, help to reconcile theory and experiment, and offer
additional insight into the relationship between the kinetics
and thermodynamics of vesicle adhesion to solid supports,
including the formation of planar bilayers on silicon oxide.
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